Postal Products Unlimited, Inc.™
500 W. Oklahoma Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53207-2649

PORTABLE HEPA VACUUMS AND ACCESSORIES
These vacuums are designed to USPS Electronic/ESD Vacuum specifications for cleaning Postal Service sensitive electronic,
computer equipment, and postal vending machines. These portable HEPA vacuums offer extensive mobility with a wide variety
of accessories and attachments to assist the U.S. Postal Service with diverse cleaning applications. The portable HEPA vacuum
and accessories operate in the Statically Dissipative U.S. Postal Service preferred range, is quiet and lightweight, and filters
down to the .3-micron range with 99.97% efficiency.

USPS Approved Portable HEPA Omega Supreme Vacuum
The Omega Supreme is a self-contained ESD safe vacuum that provides HEPA filtration in a
portable unit. The 1.2 horsepower flow through motor is baffled to pr ovide quiet operation with
a 75 decibel rating at the rear of the vacuum near the motor and 73.5 decibel rating at the hose
intake. An ESD safe body constructed of high-impact Diamond ABS plastic will stand up to daily
rigors. The HEPA plastic cartridge filter will filter down to .3 micron with a 99.97% efficiency.
Atrix vacuums are being used across the country by the United States Postal Service. This model
comes standard with a 10' ESD safe hose, 15' cord, crevice tool and brush, 16" tubular nozzle and
a shoulder strap is also included to allow for easy carrying. Vacuum meets Statically Dissipative
USPS Preferred Range.
eBuy #
58654
58655

Model #
N1023581
N1023582

Description
Compact HEPA Vacuum
Replacement Filter

Quantity
Each
Each

Price
$209.00
$22.50

Compact HEPA Express Vacuum Kit
The Express Plus HEPA Vacuum is perfect for use around sensitive
equipment. It has been constructed with grounding wire to make it
and all of its components ESD safe. A disposable HEPA filter allows
this vacuum to achieve .3 micron filtration, perfect for handling any
potentially hazardous materials. A line filter also removes noise from
the electrical line, making it safe to use in clean rooms and other
noise sensitive areas. It comes standard with a 6' hose, 12' power
cord, crevice tool and brush, 12" tubular nozzle, two HEPA filters,
and carry case. Also available as the vacuum unit alone which
includes everything as the kit except for the carrying case and extra
HEPA filter. This unit has not been reviewed by the USPS.
eBuy #
58656
58657
58658

Model #
N1023548
N1023563
N1023570

Description
Compact HEPA Express Vacuum Kit
Replacement Filter
Vacuum Only

Quantity
Each
2/Pack
Each

Price
$217.00
$21.50
$180.00

Hoses
These replacement hoses for the Omega Supreme vacuum are available in both 6' and 10' lengths,
with dissipative ends to provide safety from static electricity. Hoses meet Statically Dissipative USPS
Preferred Range.
eBuy #
58659
58660

Phone 1-800-229-4500

Model #
N1023542
N1023543

http://ebuy.usps.gov

Description
6' Hose
10' Hose

Quantity
Each
Each

Price
$25.50
$36.30

Fax 1-800-570-0007
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Compatible with 1 1/2"
cuff when primary
wand is used.

Flexible Tubular Nozzle
This flexible tubular nozzle attachment with 3/4" diameter is perfect for getting into the tight areas where a regular hose
or attachment can’t reach. Constructed completely from dissipative materials, this attachment will help protect against
static electricity build-up around sensitive equipment. The tool measures 16" in length. Nozzle meets Statically
Dissipative USPS Preferred Range.
eBuy #
58610

Model #
Description
Quantity Price
N1023544 Tubular Nozzle Attachment Each
$11.70

Compatible with 1 1/2"
cuff or primary wand.

Crevice Tool
Picture of N1023545
with N1023546

Constructed of dissipative materials, it will help to prevent against static electricity build-up. A brush is also
available to help gather any dust that migh stick to surfaces. Crevice tool meets Statically Dissipative USPS
Preferred Range. The Crevice Tool can interface with the N1023687 11/ 2" Hose Cuff.
eBuy # Model #
Description
Quantity Price
58611 N1023545 Crevice Tool
Each
$4.80
58612 N1023546 Crevice Brush
Each
$2.95

Carrying Case
A carrying case is available to attach to the Omega Supreme Vacuum. This convenient case attaches
to the top of the vacuum and provides a place to carry supplies such as: towels, cleaning chemicals,
tools, etc., that may be needed when using the vacuum.
eBuy #
58661

Model #
N1023547

Description
Quantity Price
Carrying Case
Each
$73.50

Power Cords
These detachable power cords for both the Omega Supreme and Express Vacuums are
available in 12' and 25' lengths.
eBuy #
58662
58663

Model #
N1023564
N1023565

Description
Quantity Price
12' Power Cord
Each
$6.25
25' Power Cord
Each
$16.75

3" Brush Attachment
This 3" Dusting brush features conductive, synthetic, carbon-fiber-filament bristles and a conductive housing. It
interfaces with the 19" primary wand (N1023364), the 14" extension wand (N1023362), and the curved handle
wand (N1023376). This unit is constructed of 105 to 10 7 conductive plastic. Brush meets Statically Dissipative
USPS Preferred Range.
eBuy #
58443

Phone 1-800-229-4500

Model #
N1023034

http://ebuy.usps.gov

Descripiton
Quantity
3" Brush Attachment
Each

Price
$4.20

Fax 1-800-570-0007

